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Decades of research have fostered a greater understanding of the environmental controls
that drive tropical cyclone (TC) intensity change, yet the community has achieved only small
improvements in intensity forecasting. Numerous environmental factors impact TC intensity,
such as vertical wind shear and sea surface temperatures (SSTs), but little research has focused
on establishing if SST change under the TC, or SST gradients, influence these intensity changes.
This study investigated three methods to compute SST gradients. The first method calculated the
SST change within fixed distances along the track. In the second and third methods, the SST was
calculated over the distance traversed by the TC in two separate six-hour periods. By examining
455 24-hour weakening episodes in the eastern North Pacific, this study revealed that the first
SST gradient method explained the highest 24-hour weakening variance for TCs located within
SSTs at or lower than 26.5 degrees C.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are warm-cored cyclonic storms that form over tropical oceans
where warm surface water is abundant. Riehl (1951) first established that TCs are primarily
driven by latent heat transfer from the ocean. Evaporation draws energy from the sea surface,
energy which is released once air parcels rise high enough to become saturated and condensation
begins. Given the warm-core nature of TCs, the strongest winds are located near the surface, and
these winds accelerate evaporation and thus latent heat transfer from the ocean to the atmosphere
(Emanuel 1986, 1991).
The formation of a TC, known as tropical cyclogenesis, depends on several
environmental conditions necessary to support sustained convection. Once a closed low develops
from an incipient disturbance, the TC will continue to exist and potentially intensify given a
combination of environmental and oceanic factors (e.g., high sea surface temperatures, low wind
shear, adequate moisture) that allows for further TC organization (Gray 1998). If the TC then
enters an environment with lower sea surface temperatures (SSTs) or encounters land, this
energy transfer either decreases or vanishes altogether. In environments with higher vertical
wind shear—a change in wind speed and/or direction with height—asymmetric differences in
energy and momentum weaken the TC’s circulation, thus decreasing the storm’s ability to
intensify or even maintain its current strength.
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Though there is a general understanding of the ingredients needed for tropical
cyclogenesis and subsequent intensification (Gray 1998), forecasting TC intensity change—
particularly rapid intensity change—remains relatively challenging (Landsea and Franklin 2013;
Rappaport et al. 2009). Since TC intensity depends on a combination of oceanic, environmental,
and internal factors that span temporal and spatial scales, only small improvements have been
obtained for TC intensity forecasts relative to track forecasts. Though DeMaria et al. (2014)
argued that intensity forecasting had improved for lead times beyond 24 hours, their results
indicated that 24-hour intensity forecasts from the National Hurricane Center (NHC) had not
improved in the North Atlantic and only 0.5% per year in the eastern North Pacific from 19892012. The authors acknowledged that rapid intensity change forecasting still posed a major
challenge. Thus, there is much to learn about the physical processes responsible for small and
large TC intensity change, which includes investigating the relative contribution of SST
gradients to rapid intensity change.
Favorable Environmental Conditions for TCs
Palmén (1948) established the first SST threshold for TC development: September
climatological data revealed that TCs developed within unstable regions, which remained mostly
confined within the 26-27°C isotherm. In a subsequent, well-known study, Gray (1968) simply
took the average of Palmén’s SST range to explain the physical importance of the 26.5°C
threshold. This threshold was supported by ocean-atmosphere coupled model experiments which
indicated that TCs weakened when they moved over SSTs below 27°C (Chan et al. 2001).
Furthermore, DeMaria and Kaplan (1994) found that SSTs describe as much as 40-70% of the
variance associated with TC intensification as measured by wind speed.
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Beyond the influence of SSTs on TC intensity, Gray (1968) showed that climatologically
TC-prone regions coincided with low values of 200-850 hPa vertical wind shear. Tropical
regions with rare or non-existent TC activity, such as the southwestern Atlantic and the
southeastern Pacific, were characterized by strong vertical wind shear year-round. Physically,
strong vertical wind shear advects latent heat away from the TC core, offsetting the warm
anomaly aloft. When this warm anomaly becomes displaced farther from the center, a TC
becomes increasingly asymmetric and thus more prone to mass and momentum imbalances and
subsequent weakening. Thus, TCs do not develop in regions with consistently high shear, even if
SSTs are sufficient for TC development (Gray 1968).
Strong vertical wind shear is only one of the atmospheric factors that can negatively
impact TCs or prevent their development. Mid-level tropospheric relative humidity (RH),
defined as the layer-averaged RH between 700-500 hPa, must remain above a certain threshold
to prevent the formation of cold downdrafts that can cut off storm inflow (Emanuel 1989). Gray
(1975) found that mid-level RH values needed to remain above 50-60% for deep convection to
develop over the ocean. For relative humidity values of about 50% or less, dry air entrainment
will cause rising air parcels to become negatively buoyant, even in the mid-levels (Gray 1975).
Environmental Controls on TC Intensity Change
Emanuel (1986) hypothesized that TCs develop and strengthen in response to surface
enthalpy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes), and without SSTs of at least 26.5°C, most TCs
cannot extract the necessary energy and moisture to sustain deep convection (McTaggart-Cowan
et al. 2015). In Emanuel’s model, the value of SST underneath the TC strongly contributes to the
deepening of that TC. As surface air parcels gain moisture, they become increasingly unstable
and support continued convection. The higher the SSTs, the greater the latent heat flux, and thus
3

the more energy becomes available to deepening convection until a maximum possible intensity
is reached. Emanuel’s explanation of maximum potential intensity (MPI) resembled a Carnot
heat engine, which he termed wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE). The WISHE
process begins with boundary-layer air moving towards the TC center, acquiring heat and
moisture from the sea surface. The air then ascends and cools adiabatically, releasing latent heat
as air parcels reach saturation. Upon reaching the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere, the air
cools due to radiational cooling and descends adiabatically well-away from the TC center. To
complete the cycle, the parcel travels along the sea surface toward the TC center, once again
gaining energy through enthalpy fluxes which will support convection after that parcel returns to
the inner core.
TCs rarely reach their MPI due to the general absence of ideal environmental conditions
(e.g., vertical wind shear). Gray (1968) hypothesized that stronger vertical wind shear resulted in
latent heating not occurring directly over the center in the upper-levels, diffusing the energy
away from the radius of maximum winds, decreasing convection near the TC center, and thus
negatively impacting the ability of the TC to maintain its intensity (Gray 1998). Conversely,
DeMaria (1996) argued that the difference between upper and lower-level winds tilted potential
vorticity (PV; the product of absolute vorticity and static stability) within the disturbance. To
maintain balance within a sheared environment, the TC’s mid-level potential temperature
anomaly increased with greater PV tilt, resulting in higher levels of static stability near the TC
center and thus less convection. Despite disagreement on the exact mechanisms that cause
vertical wind shear to physically impact TCs, there remains a strong consensus that wind shear is
almost always unfavorable for tropical cyclogenesis and intensification (Gray 1968, 1998;
Riemer et al. 2010; Zeng et. al 2010).
4

Intensification can occur in moderate to high vertical wind shear environments,
suggesting that a fundamental understanding of vertical wind shear’s relative contribution to
these changes is lacking in certain scenarios. Six TCs rapidly strengthened despite 200-850 hPa
shear being one to five standard deviations higher than the climatological average for rapid
intensification (RI) events (Ryglicki et al. 2018). Prior to RI, all six TCs were under the
influence of an upper-level high, likely meaning that stronger environmental winds did not
extend as far into the middle and lower troposphere. These findings indicated that wind shear’s
contribution to TC weakening depended on the pressure level(s) of the winds with the strongest
contribution to the overall deep-layer (200-850 hPa) shear.
Environmental Conditions Associated with Rapid Intensity Change
To better forecast rapid intensity change, previous studies investigated the large-scale
environmental characteristics associated with these events. Kaplan and DeMaria (2003) found a
statistically significant difference between several area-averaged environmental variables in RI
and non-RI subsets. By defining RI as a 24-hour increase in the TC’s maximum sustained winds
≥ 30 kt, the study’s findings suggested that TCs undergoing RI in the North Atlantic tended to
occur farther south and west, had a more westerly component of motion, and intensified 12 hours
prior to RI onset. Additionally, RI often occurred in environments with SSTs between 27-29°C,
200-850 hPa wind shear below 5 m s-1, 700-850 hPa relative humidity above 50%, and more
easterly upper-level flow. Also, TCs farther from their MPI underwent RI more often, suggesting
that both SSTs and temperatures aloft support intensification during RI events.
Building on these findings, Kaplan et al. (2010) developed a revised intensification index
to improve RI forecasting. First, this study showed that RI events had climatologically occurred
over a larger spatial area in the North Atlantic compared to the eastern North Pacific, likely the
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result of the sharp south-to-north decrease in SSTs due to the California cold current (Kelly
1983; Kahru et al. 2012). Furthermore, the contribution of specific Statistical Hurricane Intensity
Prediction Scheme variables to RI likelihood varied between the two basins. Upper-level
divergence and 200-850 hPa vertical wind shear held more weight in the North Atlantic, while
inner-core convection symmetry and the difference between current intensity and MPI held more
weight in the eastern North Pacific.
Like RI, rapid weakening (RW) often occurs in environments with distinct large-scale
environmental characteristics. Wood and Ritchie (2015) showed that RW events, defined as a
≥30 kt decrease in 24-hr maximum sustained winds, climatologically cluster over a smaller
spatial region in the eastern North Pacific than what is observed in the North Atlantic. Instead of
comparing RW and non-RW cases, they identified common environmental characteristics found
near TCs 24 hours before RW onset, at onset, and 24 hours after onset. The results suggested that
TCs moving into an environment characterized by cooler SSTs, increasing vertical wind shear,
and dry air had a greater likelihood of rapidly weakening. A composite analysis supported that
sharp SST gradients along the TC track contributed to RW, but the study did not quantify this
contribution. Unlike RI, no study has produced a method to improve RW forecasting, likely due
in part to the decreased coastal impacts that result from a weakening TC compared with an
intensifying one. However, RW does contribute to increased forecast error (e.g., Wood and
Ritchie 2015) and thus deserves further investigation.
The potential influence of SST gradients on TC intensity change
Past work has indirectly investigated sharpening SST gradients by showing that ocean
heat content (OHC), a quantity measured from the sea surface to the depth of the 26°C isotherm
(Leipper and Volgenau 1972), can influence TC intensity change (e.g., Lin et al. 2005, Wu et al.
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2007). Hurricane Opal’s (1995) passage over a region of relatively high OHC led to only a 0.51°C SST decrease compared to a larger decrease of 2-3°C outside of that region (Shay et al.
2000). As Opal translated across a region of increasing SSTs, the TC’s pressure dropped from
965 to 916 hPa. Conversely, TC-induced upwelling, the process of cooler waters moving to the
sea surface due to horizontal divergence caused by the TC’s surface wind field, can increase
negative ΔSST along the TC track and weaken TCs (Price 1981; Shay et al. 1992; Schade and
Emanuel 1999). Walker et al. (2014) showed that Hurricane Kenneth (2005) unexpectedly
rapidly weakened due to its slow translation speed over a cold-core eddy (CCE), causing SSTs to
drop several degrees over a five-day period. Recent work by Ma et al. (2017) concurred that
CCEs cause greater TC upwelling, causing local SSTs to cool further. In the eastern North
Pacific, more TCs rapidly weaken than in the North Atlantic, a phenomenon partially attributed
to the strong SST gradient that lies northwest of the main genesis region in this basin (Wood and
Ritchie 2015). These studies demonstrate the need for further investigation of the role of SST
gradients on TC intensity change, particularly TC weakening.
In this study, the first objective was to establish three ways to calculate SST gradients
along the TC track. By investigating different methods, I assess the hypothesis that SST
gradients have an effect on weakening magnitude and, in the process, established the best way to
calculate ΔSST along the track. The next objective was to find differences in environmental
conditions (ΔSST, vertical wind shear, and moisture) associated with RW and non-RW for
varying initial conditions. This objective informed which case subsets I used to establish the
conditions under which SST gradients most influence weakening rate magnitude.
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CHAPTER II
DATA AND METHODS
The HURDAT2 dataset (Landsea and Franklin 2013;
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/#hurdat) provided TC intensity and position estimates every six
hours, which I used to select weakening events. Since best-track position and intensity strongly
depend on available observations, the lack of aircraft data in the eastern North Pacific increased
uncertainty in these estimates. However, microwave-based techniques as well as the advanced
Dvorak technique have lowered uncertainty for TC intensity estimates since the early 2000s
(Landsea and Franklin 2013). As a result, I limited the sample to the years 2000-2017.
I used daily, 0.25° NOAA optimum interpolation SST (Reynolds et al. 2007) to compute
SST gradients (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oisst). The version of the Reynolds dataset derived
solely from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) observations spans the
period from late 1981 to present. This infrared sensor only provided SST estimates over cloudfree regions. The previous day’s analysis offset this limitation by providing a first-guess to begin
filling in those data gaps and then incorporated optimum interpolation to fill in the rest
(Reynolds et al. 2007). Thus, the SST gradients examined in this study likely represented preexisting gradients prior to the TC’s arrival. Though the primary focus was on these pre-storm
gradients, I estimated 6-hourly SST datasets to account for some of the TC-induced vertical
mixing or upwelling of cooler waters. At 00 UTC, I equally weighted the current and the
previous day’s dataset, and at 06 and 18 UTC, I weighted the current day’s dataset by 0.75 and
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the previous and next day’s dataset by 0.25, respectively. At 12 UTC, I did not incorporate the
previous or next day’s dataset since this time fell in the middle of the 24-hour period. Though
more frequent observations of SST near a TC would be ideal, especially if informed by
microwave observations, the Reynolds dataset was sufficient for gaining insight into the role of
pre-storm SST gradients.
I assessed environmental contributions to TC weakening via five atmospheric variables
from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS;
http://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/research/tropical_cyclones/ships/developmental_data.asp). These
data were available every six hours from 1982 to present. The SHIPS archive provided numerous
spatially-averaged values centered on the TC. Given vertical wind shear is generally detrimental
to a TC but the effects of that shear can vary depending on which layer of the atmosphere is
evaluated (Ryglicki et al. 2018), SHIPS includes a few different methods to calculate shear. In
this study, I considered the 200-850 hPa shear computed within a 200-800 km annulus centered
on the TC’s surface center (SHRD) as well as the vortex-removed 200-850 hPa shear computed
within 500 km of the 850 hPa TC center (SHDC), as described in Table 2.1. To assess
atmospheric moisture, I examined RH within the 700-850 hPa layer (RHLO) and 500-700 hPa
layer (RHMD). Including two wind shear and RH calculations allowed me to determine which
shear method or layer best explained the variance of TC weakening compared to the SST
gradient calculations. Finally, I also considered maximum potential intensity derived from
Emanuel’s method (Emanuel 1986). Note that the SHIPS dataset includes SST from the same
Reynolds SST dataset I am using for the SST gradient estimates, thus I directly used the
Reynolds values when evaluating SST near the TC center.
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Table 2.1

SHIPS variables

SHRD
850-200 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude averaged over a 200-800
(kt)
km radius from the vortex center
SHDC
Vortex-removed 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude averaged
(kt)
over a 0-500 km radius from the 850 hPa vortex center
RHLO
850-700 hPa relative humidity averaged over a 200-800 km radius
(%)
from the vortex center
RHMD
700-500 hPa relative humidity averaged over a 200-800 km radius
(%)
from the vortex center
VMPI
Maximum potential intensity from Kerry Emanuel equation
(kts)
A list of the SHIPS variables used in this study.
I evaluated all 24-h periods for eastern North Pacific TCs included in HURDAT2 for the
18 years spanning 2000-2017, which included a total of 95 TCs (Figure 2.1). I excluded any
period during which the TC center moved within 250 km of land to reduce land-interaction
effects. To avoid intensity fluctuations due to eyewall replacement cycles and other internal
processes, I required all 24-h weakening periods to 1) never exceed the previous 6-h intensity
throughout the 24 hours and 2) weaken by at least 15 kt from 0 to 24 h.
Finally, I ignored 24-h periods where the TC had an initial (0-h) intensity less than 65 kt.
One goal of this project was to compare SST gradients associated with rapid weakening events to
more gradual weakening events. Eastern North Pacific TCs rarely undergo rapid weakening at
initial intensities less than 65 kt (Wood and Ritchie 2015). This initial intensity threshold
increased the number of events with potential to undergo RW.
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Figure 2.1

Weakening onset locations

The location of weakening onset (the 0-h time) for 455 weakening events from 2000-2017. Blue
dots represent non-rapid weakening; red dots represent rapid weakening. Approximately 48% of
the 455 cases were RW cases.

Calculating the SST gradient
Overview: To date, no study has established a definition by which to estimate the SST
gradient near a TC. Before I evaluated the influence of SST gradients on TC weakening
behavior, I first explored three different methods to calculate the SST gradient along the TC
track (ΔSST).
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Method 1: The direction and magnitude of the SST gradient affecting a TC will vary
based on the TC’s direction of motion. Using the six-hourly HURDAT2 positions, I found onehourly positions via quadratic interpolation. Quadratic rather than linear interpolation was used
owing to the trochoidal motion of TCs, a phenomenon that becomes more likely with increasing
intensity (Menelaou et al. 2018). At each 6-hourly position, I used the interpolated positions one
hour ahead and behind that TC position to calculate a storm motion angle in Cartesian
coordinates before converting to cylindrical coordinates. I followed the above storm motion
vector to calculate ΔSST between points ahead and behind the TC position at radial distances of
100, 200, and 400 km (Figure 2.2). I selected the SST grid closest to each point to make the
above calculations. n The resulting SST gradient value was thus found by subtracting the point
behind the TC from the point ahead of the TC as the TC moved away from the latter and toward
the former. In a forecasting situation, the current estimated speed and direction of TC motion and
the short-term forecast track could be applied to this method and subsequent methods to estimate
ΔSST. Hereafter, Method 1 will be referenced as ΔSST1100 for 100-km calculations, ΔSST1200
for 200-km calculations, and ΔSST1400 for 400-km calculations.
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Figure 2.2

SST gradient method 1

Method 1 SST gradient calculation for distances of 100, 200, and 400 km. The hurricane symbol
represents the TC center, and the black arrow indicates the TC’s direction of motion.

Method 2: The speed at which a TC moves depends on its steering flow, the combined
effect of the direction and speed of environmental winds and the depth of the TC vortex (e.g.,
Velden and Leslie 1991). I computed ΔSST along the TC track from 3 hours prior to 3 hours
after each 6-hourly position by using the interpolated TC positions calculated in method 1. These
two points provide both a linear distance—the extent of which will vary based on the storm’s
translation speed—and a storm motion vector averaged over those 6 hours. The final SST
gradient value was then scaled per 100 km for comparison with other cases. Hereafter, Method 2
will be referenced as ΔSST2centered.
Method 3: In the third method, no track interpolation was performed. Instead, I used the
6-hourly HURDAT2 positions to compute the SST gradient as the change in SST from the
current time step to the next time step. I chose this portion of the TC track as these SSTs were
ahead of the storm and thus would soon affect the TC, if they were not already. This value was
13

then scaled per 100 km to compare with other cases. Hereafter, Method 3 will be referenced as
ΔSST36hr.
Probability Statistics
Once I selected the 455 cases that met the weakening criteria, I divided the dataset into
two subsets based on SST at weakening onset (0 h). The marginal SST subset had an onset SST
≤ 26.5°C, and the conducive SST subset had an onset SST > 26.5°C (Table 2.2). I chose the
former subset to define the marginal SST group since TCs moving into SSTs around 26.5°C tend
to begin weakening due to reduced positive enthalpy fluxes (e.g., McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2015).
The goal was to establish if SST gradients influenced weakening rate in a subset most likely
containing cases that had a propensity to rapidly weaken. If SST gradients had no effect in the
marginal SST group, then it is probable that they would not matter for TCs within conducive
SSTs.
I split each SST subset into two additional subsets based on the strength of the storm at
weakening onset, using a threshold value of 95 kt to create “major” and “non-major” groups
(Table 2.2). The Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale has a minimum intensity of 96 kt for major
hurricanes (category 3 or greater), but intensities in HURDAT2 are restricted to 5-kt increments.
I chose to include the 95-kt cases in the major group because a 1-knot difference in wind speed is
negligible. I investigated the frequency of RW and non-RW events for the entire dataset and
within each of the six subsets to gain insight into whether RW or non-RW was favored by certain
SST gradient conditions at weakening onset.
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Table 2.2

Breakdown of analyzed subsets
All
Cases

Number of
TCs
24-h
periods

Initial SST
≤ 26.5°C

Initial SST
> 26.5°C

95

74

61

455

273

182

Initial SST
≤ 26.5°C;
Initial Vmax
< 95 kt
69
207

Initial SST
≤ 26.5°C;
Initial Vmax
≥ 95 kt
31
66

Initial SST
> 26.5°C;
Initial Vmax
< 95 kt
34

Initial SST
> 26.5°C;
Initial Vmax
≥ 95 kt
36

89

93

The number of TCs and 24-hour weakening periods included in the entire sample and within
each subset based on initial SST and TC intensity (Vmax) criteria.
Mean Statistics and Confidence Intervals
To assess whether any of the environmental or oceanic variables differed when separated
into RW and non-RW groups, I performed a bootstrap analysis using data from four of the six
subsets. The primary goal was to determine if onset SST had an influence on whether ΔSST
magnitude contributed to 24-hour TC weakening. Thus, I began with the marginal and conducive
SST subsets and then added the onset intensity ≥ 95 kt threshold to assess whether TC strength
made a difference in the outcomes.
Bootstrapping, a technique introduced by Efron (1979), is a nonparametric approach that
randomly draws data from a sample and produces a dataset of the same size (resampling). By
repeating this process many times, I determined the sampling distribution of the mean by taking
the average of each of the generated samples. Once I had the collection of means, I assessed the
probability that the mean fell within a 95% certain interval. To accomplish this, I found the
means that represented the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles and use those two values as the lower and
upper bounds of that interval.
In the study, I used bootstrapping to assess whether any of the ΔSST or SHIPS variable
averages within a subset differed when split into RW and non-RW groups. I resampled each
variable within each group 10,000 times, found the mean of each generated sample, and
15

determined the 95% confidence interval of the mean. If a variable’s RW and non-RW medians
did not overlap with each other’s confidence intervals, the difference between the means was
statistically significant. Though this approach did not establish why a given variable influences
24-hour intensity change magnitude, it provided insight as to which oceanic and environment
factors could have contributed to the higher weakening magnitudes observed in each of the
subsets.
Regression Analysis
To assess the relationship between each SST gradient calculation and the overall 24-hour
intensity change, I used a simple linear regression (SLR) model, which produced a best-fit line to
describe the relationship between an independent and dependent variable. The least-squares
calculation found the line that represented the lowest sum of the squared residuals, which were
the differences between the observed values and modeled values (Miller 2006). Since I opted to
include subsequent 24-hour weakening periods to increase the total sample size, some of the
residuals may have not been fully independent of one another, an issue referred to as
autocorrelation. This likely resulted in a weaker relationship between SST gradients and
weakening rate since vertical wind shear potentially contributed to weakening over subsequent
24-hour windows.
I performed the SLR analysis in six-hour intervals from 12 hours prior to weakening
onset to 18 hours after weakening onset on all 455 cases. For example, at -12 hours, I conducted
a SLR analysis on ΔSST1100, ΔSST1200, and ΔSST1400 values versus the associated 24-hour
weakening and then did the same on ΔSST36hr and ΔSST36hr. These calculations produced five
total SLR models at each time. For each model, I computed the R-squared value to assess the
strength of the relationship and flagged p-values less than or equal to 0.05 (null hypothesis: slope
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coefficient is zero) as statistically significant. Note that I used SLR to evaluate the conditions
responsible for 24-hour weakening magnitude by assessing the p-values of the slope coefficients,
not to produce a prognostic model.
To assess the relative contribution of other environmental variables on TC weakening, I
performed SLR analysis between the five SHIPS variables and the 24-h rate of weakening. I also
assessed two non-SHIPS variables beyond SST gradients. Due to the varying contribution of
translation speed to each of the five ΔSST calculation methods, I calculated translation speed in
kt per hour at each time step by finding the distance between the positions 3 hours ahead and
behind the TC location and dividing by six hours. Finally, I used the Reynolds dataset to obtain
the SST value nearest the TC center at each time step.
Once I performed the SLR analysis on the entire 455 case sample, I did the same for the
marginal and conducive SST subsets over the same period. Then, I incrementally increased the
initial TC intensity threshold by 5 kt and performed a SLR each time on both subsets. In contrast
to the bootstrap analysis, I chose the intensity increment approach due to Kowch and Emanuel
(2015) finding that no special physical processes contribute to higher intensification rates. It
remains uncertain if this applies to higher weakening rates; thus understanding the physical
mechanisms responsible for weakening rate could help eliminate this uncertainty.
In the next chapter, I discuss the relationship between the SST gradient calculations and
24-h TC weakening before choosing one SST gradient method to evaluate for its impact
compared with atmospheric variables.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATION OF THE THREE SST GRADIENT CALCULATION METHODS
The motivation behind this diagnostic study was to establish whether SST gradients
(ΔSST) along the TC track influenced observed 24-hour weakening magnitude and, if so, the
timing of that influence relative to the 24-hour weakening period. Since no previous studies had
quantified a consistent approach to computing a given SST gradient, I first investigated three
methods of calculating ΔSST along the TC track to determine the best approach (Chapter 2). I
also assessed the SST value nearest the TC center to provide context for the ΔSST values.
Since I restricted the analysis to 24-hour weakening periods of at least 15 knots, I
eliminated over 57% of events with an onset intensity of tropical storm strength (≤60 kt; Figure
3.1). In addition to tropical storms having a much lower chance of undergoing RW (Chapter 2),
given the lack of reconnaissance data over the eastern North Pacific, I removed the rest of the
tropical storms to focus on cases with better intensity estimates (Olander and Velden 2007).
Interestingly, the removal of tropical storms resulted in a nearly equal frequency of RW
and non-RW events in the 455-case dataset (Table 3.1). It appears that eastern North Pacific TCs
of at least hurricane strength that remain at least 250 km from land and begin periods of steady
weakening move into environments favorable for RW nearly half the time.
For marginal SST cases, the frequency of either RW or non-RW remained nearly equallysplit. However, when only including TCs with initial intensities ≥95 kt in the marginal SST
subset, the RW frequency rose to near 61% (Table 3.2). In contrast, RW occurred less often
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when only including category 1 and 2 hurricanes in the marginal SST subset. However, this
approach did not reveal how ΔSST differed, on average, between the RW and non-RW cases
within the subsets.

Figure 3.1

Histogram of TC weakening rate

Distribution of 24-h weakening rate compared with onset intensity for tropical storms (TS; blue),
category 1-2 hurricanes (HU; orange), and category 3+ major hurricanes (MH; red) that occurred
from 2000 to 2017. Only 24-h periods when the TC remained at least 250 km from land and did
not exhibit intensity fluctuations are included.

Table 3.1

Probability of RW and non-RW cases
All Cases

RW Prob.
Non-RW
Prob.

0.4813
(219)
0.5187
(236)

Initial SST ≤
26.5°C
0.4982
(136)
0.5018
(137)

Initial SST >
26.5°C
0.4560
(83)
0.5440
(99)

Initial Vmax
≥ 95 kt
0.5597
(89)
0.4403
(70)

Initial Vmax
< 95 kt
0.4392 (130)
0.5608
(166)

Probability of RW or non-RW within the marginal/conducive subsets (SST threshold of 26.5°C)
and the major/non-major subsets (divided by an onset TC intensity threshold of 95 kt).
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Table 3.2

RW Prob.
Non-RW
Prob.

Probability of RW and non-RW cases by initial intensity
Initial SST > 6.5°C
Initial Vmax ≥ 95 kt
0.5269
(49)
0.4731
(44)

Initial SST > 26.5°C
Initial Vmax < 95 kt
0.382
(34)
0.618
(55)

Initial SST ≤ 26.5°C
Initial Vmax ≥ 95 kt
0.6061
(40)
0.3939
(26)

Initial SST ≤ 26.5°C
Initial Vmax < 95 kt
0.4638
(96)
0.5362
(111)

Probability of RW or non-RW within the marginal and the conducive subsets separated by
“major” and “non-major” onset intensity.

For the marginal SST subset, I found that average ΔSST was negative using methods 1-3
for both RW and non-RW groups at all 6-hour timestamps. TCs already located within marginal
SSTs would likely continue moving into lower SSTs associated with the California Current
(Chapter 1). Since eastern North Pacific TCs develop in a confined region of sufficiently warm
SSTs, many TCs within the conducive SST subset also had an average negative ΔSST from 0 to
+18 hours when using methods 1-3 in both RW and non-RW groups.
To further investigate the role of ΔSST on the rate of TC weakening for the marginal SST
subset, I assessed whether the difference between RW and non-RW ΔSST averages became
statistically significant at any time from -12 to 18 hours relative to weakening onset. As
previously discussed, it is noteworthy that at -12 hours, the mean for each ΔSST method was
already negative for both the RW and non-RW groups. Though I had cases that moved into
higher SSTs, the average ΔSST decreased more for the non-RW TCs, except for ΔSST36hr
(Figures 3.2-3.6). I found similar results in the marginal SST subset when only including major
events, except for ΔSST1400 and ΔSST36hr (not shown). As SSTs decreased along the track in
both RW and non-RW groups at -12 hours, a reduction in enthalpy fluxes might have contributed
to the subsequent weakening that occurred (Chapter 1) twelve hours later, which concurred with
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the Whitney and Hobgood (1997) findings that showed a lag between cooling SSTs and wind
speed. The difference between RW and non-RW average ΔSST became statistically significant
in the marginal SST subset from -6 to +6 hours for method 1 and 2 (Figures 3.2-3.6).

Figure 3.2

Bootstrap results for SST Method 1, 100 km

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean ΔSST1100 from -12 to 18 hours, split by RW (red)
and non-RW (blue) groups.
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Figure 3.3

Bootstrap results for SST Method 1, 200 km

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean ΔSST1200 from -12 to 18 hours, split by RW (red)
and non-RW (blue) groups.

Figure 3.4

Bootstrap results for SST Method 1, 400 km

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean ΔSST1400 from -12 to 18 hours, split by RW (red)
and non-RW (blue) groups.
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Figure 3.5

Bootstrap results for SST Method 2

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean ΔSST2centered from -12 to 18 hours, split by RW
(red) and non-RW (blue) groups.

Figure 3.6

Bootstrap results for SST Method 3

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean ΔSST36hr from -12 to 18 hours, split by RW (red)
and non-RW (blue) groups.
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As mentioned earlier, the rate of SST change and thus ΔSST was impacted by the
translation speed of the TC. Interestingly, the average speed of RW TCs was higher at -12 and -6
hours compared to non-RW events. These RW cases then slowed down throughout the
weakening period (Figure 3.7). In many tropical basins, faster rates of TC weakening are often
associated with slowly translating TCs as they upwell cooler water (Walker et al. 2005, 2014,
Jaimes and Shay 2009). However, I found the opposite in the marginal subset given the selection
criteria described in Chapter 2. Physically, a TC moving more quickly into lower SSTs might
explain a greater 24-hour weakening magnitude.

Figure 3.7

Bootstrap results for TC translation speed

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean TC translation speed from -12 to 18 hours, split by
RW (red) and non-RW (blue) groups.

At -12 hours, the average SST near the TC center was 0.33°C warmer in the RW group
than the non-RW group and then 0.27°C warmer in the RW group than the non-RW group at -6
hours. By onset (0 h), the SST was only 0.06°C warmer in the RW group. This trend implied a
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faster rate of SST change for the RW cases than the non-RW cases, corroborating results from
Wood and Ritchie (2015). Since I previously established that RW cases tend to move faster
leading up to the onset of weakening, the additional factors of RW TCs moving into waters
decreasing more quickly pre-onset, a more negative ΔSST at onset and +6 hours underneath the
TC center, and already marginal SSTs may helped explain why these cases reached or exceeded
the RW threshold of at least 30-kt weakening in 24 hours.
By performing bootstrap analysis, I determined which subsets were appropriate for
simple linear regression analysis. By using 24-hour weakening magnitude as the dependent
variable in the model, I did not have to define an operational definition for RW. Additionally, I
could determine if, when, and how much of the 24-hour weakening magnitude variance was
explained by ΔSST compared with other environmental factors. However, the choice to use
subsequent weakening periods from the same TC could result in some 24-hour weakening
periods not fully being independent from one another (Chapter 2). Thus, our results could have
indicated a weaker relationship between ΔSST and weakening rate.
Since the bootstrap results showed statistically significant differences in mean ΔSST
between RW and non-RW within the marginal SST subset, I chose to perform SLR on the 273
cases within that subset, and I also performed SLR on the 182-case conducive SST subset for
context. Using all 455 cases, I found the difference between the slope coefficients to be
statistically significant for at least one ΔSST method from -6 hours to 12 hours, though all
relationships were weak (Figure 3.8). At +6 hours, ΔSST1100 and ΔSST1200 explained 3.5-4% of
the 24-hour intensity change variance. Though I did not estimate mean TC size nor radius of
maximum winds (RMW), Chavas et al. (2016) established that an azimuthally-averaged wind of
12 m s-1 (23.3 kt) had a mean radius of 235 km in the eastern North Pacific. Knaff et al. (2007)
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showed that the average radius of 34-kt winds was approximately 82 km for 1063 TC cases in
the central and eastern North Pacific. Since ΔSST1100 and ΔSST1200 explained relatively higher
variance in the 445-case sample, these results suggested that calculating ΔSST within or just
outside of the radius of tropical-storm-force winds explained more of the 24-hour intensity
change for those cases. However, the weak relationship between the two variables at a given
time provides little insight into when the SST gradient becomes most important for influencing
how quickly the TC subsequently weakens.

Figure 3.8

R-squared values for all five ΔSST methods

Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) of R-squared values relating
ΔSST to the 24-h weakening rate for the entire sample for all five ΔSST methods.

At onset, ΔSST1400 explained a relatively high magnitude (7-26%) of 24-hour weakening
variance in the marginal SST subset when including all onset intensities and then only cases ≥ 95
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kt (Figures 3.9-3.10). These figures show the relationship between ΔSST and initial onset
intensity became stronger when increasing the intensity threshold; however, this could partially
be explained by decreasing sample sizes. ΔSST1200 explained a comparatively high amount of
TC weakening variance but had a R-squared value that remained below 0.2, except for cases
with initial intensities ≥ 105 kt (not shown). By comparison, ΔSST1100 explained less of the
variance. Though a statistically significant relationship existed for most intensity thresholds for
ΔSST1100, the R-squared value only reached between approximately 0.05 and 0.1, implying that
smaller-scale negative ΔSST may not have as much influence on 24-hour weakening, which
makes sense given that a TC will spend less time over a localized SST gradient unless moving
very slowly. As shown by Figure 3.11, a negative ΔSST1100 usually indicates a negative
ΔSST1400, however, sometimes the signs are not the same.

Figure 3.9

R-squared values in marginal SSTs for all five ΔSST methods

Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) of R-squared values relating
ΔSST to the 24-h weakening rate for marginal SST (≤ 26.5°C) cases for all five ΔSST methods.
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Figure 3.10 R-squared values in marginal SSTs for major hurricanes only
Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) of R-squared values relating
ΔSST to the 24-h weakening rate for marginal SST (≤ 26.5°C) cases with initial intensities of at
least 95 kt for all five ΔSST methods.
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Figure 3.11 SST gradient ΔSST1100 vs. ΔSST1400 for entire sample
Scatterplot relating ΔSST1100 vs. SST gradient ΔSST1400 to assess the relationship between the two
variables

Six-hour ΔSST from -6 to 0 hours (ΔSST36hr) explained no more than 10% of the TC
weakening variance, giving further credence to the possibility that ΔSST along the track prior to
weakening onset may not be the primary driver to induce weakening. However, decreasing SSTs
during that time may contribute to the eventual weakening that ensues. The RW cases within
each initial intensity category had a more negative ΔSST mean at -6 hours compared to the nonRW cases, even when removing the intensity threshold (Figure 3.12). Furthermore, the RW and
non-RW ΔSST means had a relatively larger difference from -6 to 0 hours compared to 0 to 6
hours for most intensity categories, despite a stronger relationship between the latter six-hour
ΔSST and 24-hour TC weakening. A TC’s movement across decreasing SSTs potentially needs
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to continue beyond a six-hour period to induce a larger magnitude of weakening. Future work
will investigate 6-hourly intensity evolution to address this question.

Figure 3.12 RW minus Non-RW Mean ΔSST36hr
Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) comparing RW minus Non-RW
Mean ∆𝑆𝑆𝑇 (ΔSST36hr) for different initial intensity thresholds

For intensities ≥ 95 kt within the marginal SST subset, ΔSST1400 explained 24% of the
TC weakening variance. However, when only including intensities ≥ 100 kt, the variance
explained by ΔSST increased to 34% (Tables 5-6). Though using an onset intensity threshold of
105 kt limited the sample size to only 31 cases, the variance explained increased to 46% (Figure
3.13). When SSTs decrease, sensible and latent heat fluxes decrease (Chapter 1). To maintain
increasingly stronger hurricanes, the TC requires greater sensible and latent heat fluxes. Thus, for
a given negative SST gradient and marginal initial SST, a stronger hurricane would weaken more
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quickly than a weaker one because it needs more energy to maintain that higher initial intensity,
as shown by the marginal SST cases.
Table 3.3

0 hour
6 hour

SST gradient SLR results for ≥ 95 kt TCs in marginal SSTs
Method 1
100 km

Method 1
200 km

Method 1
400 km

Method 2

Method 3

0.0936
(0.0125)
0.1847
(0.0003)

0.1684
(0.0006)
0.2105
(0.0001)

0.231
(0.0)
0.24 (0.0)

0.075
(0.0261)
0.1781
(0.0004)

0.1138
(0.0056)
0.0533
(0.0623)

R-squared (P-values) from 0 to +6 hours for the marginal SST subset with initial intensity ≥ 95
kt – 66 cases (bold and italicized values indicate statistical significance at the 95% confidence
interval)

Table 3.4

0 hour
6 hour

SST gradient SLR results for ≥ 100 kt TCs in marginal SSTs
Method 1
100 km

Method 1
200 km

Method 1
400 km

Method 2

Method 3

0.1012
(0.0229)
0.2742
(0.0001)

0.1866
(0.0015)
0.3168
(0.0)

0.2636
(0.0001)
0.3445
(0.0)

0.0773
(0.0482)
0.2768
(0.0001)

0.1431
(0.0062)
0.0842
(0.0389)

R-squared (P-values) from 0 to +6 hours for the marginal SST subset with initial intensity ≥ 100
kt – 51 cases (bold and italicized values indicate statistical significance at the 95% confidence
interval)
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Figure 3.13 ΔSST1400 SLR results for ≥ 105 kt TCs in marginal SSTs
24-hour TC weakening vs. ΔSST1400 for marginal SST group with initial intensities ≥ 105 kts

I concluded that SST gradient method 1 is most likely the appropriate ΔSST gradient
method to partially explain the 24-hour weakening magnitudes; however, there was a caveat.
When I assessed the relative contribution of each method within the marginal subset, ΔSST1400
consistently performed better starting with an intensity threshold ≥ 75 kt. As I began to increase
the threshold by 5 kt-increments, the relationship between ΔSST1400 and 24-hour intensity
change magnitude progressively increased at 0 and +6 hours. However, the R-squared values
between ΔSST1400 and ΔSST1200, ΔSST1100, and ΔSST2centered were not considerably different at
either time at high intensity thresholds. When calculating the confidence intervals for the Pearson
correlations between the different SST gradient methods and 24-hour weakening, the medians
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overlapped with each other’s intervals (Figures 17-18). However, ΔSST2centered and ΔSST36h
could have been very low or zero for TCs that moved slowly, which likely explains why method
1 showed a stronger relationship between ΔSST and TC weakening magnitude.

Figure 3.14 Pearson correlation bootstrap for TCs in marginal SSTs
Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) comparing Pearson correlation
95% confidence intervals for all SST gradient methods (SST method 1, 100 km: red; SST
method 1, 200 km: blue; SST method 1, 400 km: green; SST method 2: yellow; SST method 3:
purple)
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Figure 3.15 Pearson correlation bootstrap for ≥ 95 kt TCs in marginal SSTs
Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) comparing Pearson correlation
95% confidence intervals for all SST gradient methods (SST method 1, 100 km: red; SST
method 1, 200 km: blue; SST method 1, 400 km: green; SST method 2: yellow; SST method 3:
purple)
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THE ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC FACTORS IN TC WEAKENING
Since multiple atmospheric factors also affect TC weakening, I chose to assess the
relative contribution of vertical wind shear and moisture in the marginal and conducive SST
subsets at different intensity thresholds. In the marginal SST subset, the SLR findings indicated
that vertical wind shear explained between 8-19% of the 24-hour weakening magnitude variance
at +12 and +18 hours when removing non-major hurricanes (Table 4.1), corroborating that wind
shear is detrimental to TCs (Chapter 1). Within the marginal SST subset containing only major
hurricanes, average SHRD shear for the RW group remained higher from onset to +18 hours at a
statistically significant level compared to the non-RW group average (Figure 4.1). Gray (1968)
showed that 200-850 hPa zonal vertical wind shear becomes increasingly stronger away from the
Equator in the eastern North Pacific, coinciding with a region of marginal SSTs. Therefore, I
expected vertical wind shear to be higher in the marginal SST subset, as shown by the results,
which likely led to vertical wind shear and SST gradients explaining some of the same variance .
To the contrary, I found that neither wind shear calculation explained a high magnitude of 24hour weakening variance in the conducive SST subset (Figure 4.2). However, SHRD did explain
about 6% of the variance at +18 hours when including a ≥ 95 kt intensity threshold (Figure 4.3),
suggesting that conducive SSTs may offset some of the detrimental effects of wind shear until
later in the 24-hour weakening period.
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Table 4.1

Vertical wind shear SLR results for ≥ 95 kt TCs in marginal SSTs

SHDC
SHRD
SHDC
(Initial Vmax ≥ 65 kt) (Initial Vmax ≥ 65 kt) (Initial Vmax ≥ 95 kt)
0.0025 (0.4067)
0.0001 (0.9066)
0.006 (0.5371)

SHRD
(Initial Vmax ≥ 95 kt)
0.0029 (0.6668)

-12
hour
-6
0.0172 (0.0304)
0.0046 (0.2628)
0.0023 (0.7031)
0.0003 (0.8891)
hour
0
0.0246 (0.0094)
0.0191 (0.0225)
0.0193 (0.2661)
0.0422 (0.0978)
hour
6
0.035 (0.0019)
0.0297 (0.0043)
0.0691 (0.033)
0.1379 (0.0021)
hour
12
0.0325 (0.0029)
0.0302 (0.0042)
0.0772 (0.0239)
0.1695 (0.0006)
hour
18
0.0191 (0.0253)
0.0203 (0.0209)
0.1595 (0.0009)
0.1937 (0.0002)
hour
R-squared (P-values) from -12 to +18 hours for the marginal SST subset with initial intensities ≥
65 kt and ≥ 95 kt (bold and italicized values indicate statistical significance at the 95%
confidence interval)
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Figure 4.1

Bootstrap results for vertical wind shear

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for mean TC vertical wind shear from -12 to 18 hours, split
by RW (red) and non-RW (blue) groups.
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Figure 4.2

SHIPS R-squared values in marginal SSTs

Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) of R-squared values relating
SHIPS variables to the 24-h weakening rate for marginal SST (≤ 26.5°C) cases
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Figure 4.3

SHIPS R-squared values in marginal SSTs for major hurricanes only

Time series from -12 h to 18 h relative to weakening onset (0 h) of R-squared values relating
SHIPS variables to the 24-h weakening rate for marginal SST (≤ 26.5°C) cases with initial
intensities of at least 95 kt

For both subsets, low and mid-level RH explained very little 24-hour weakening variance
in the SLR analysis, although there was a weak relationship between low-level RH and 24-hour
weakening in the conducive SST subset from -6 to 6 hours (Figure 4.2). Despite this weak
relationship, the average low-level RH in the conducive set was approximately 3-4% higher for
RW relative to non-RW at every time interval in the bootstrap analysis (Figure 4.4). Also, the
difference between RW and non-RW was statistically significant at every six-hour interval from
-12 to 18 h in the conducive SST subset; whereas, the same outcome did not occur in the
marginal SST subset. For both subsets, the cases, on average, maintained mid-level relative
humidity levels necessary for the maintenance of deep convection (Chapter 1). I expected RH
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values to be lower for the RW cases within both of the SST subsets, considering dry air
entrainment has previously been identified as a contributor to RW (Wood and Richie 2015). I
suspect that many of the RW cases within the conducive SST subset were better organized prior
to the 24-hour weakening periods, which potentially explains the relatively higher low-level RH
values.

Figure 4.4

Bootstrap results for low-level RH in conducive SSTs

95% bootstrap confidence intervals for low-level relative humidity from -12 to 18 hours, split by
RW (red) and non-RW (blue) groups.

I suspect that many of the events in the conducive SST subset weakened due to a
combination of factors, which may explain why there was little evidence of one or two dominant
factors influencing weakening magnitude. Thus, a multiple linear regression analysis may be
more appropriate for assessing how multiple variables simultaneously contribute to 24-hour
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weakening magnitude in that subset. On the other hand, I found that SST gradients and wind
shear, to a lesser extent, predominantly contributed to 24-hour weakening in the marginal SST
cases.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, I set out to 1) evaluate the relative importance of the SST gradient on TC
weakening and 2) determine when that gradient was most important relative to weakening onset.
The SLR analysis indicates that SST gradients, when calculated along the TC track, play a role in
the magnitude of TC weakening that ensues (Chapter 3). Additionally, I assessed the relative
contribution of other variables to determine which atmospheric factors also contributed to the
magnitude of TC weakening (Chapter 4).
The results indicated that TCs located within marginal SSTs exhibited a greater response
to larger values of ΔSST at onset and 6 hours post-onset. Furthermore, I found that the rate of
24-hour weakening slowed for the marginal SST cases when the SST gradient underneath the TC
was weakly negative or positive along the track. At -6 and 12 hours, I found the relationship
between 24-hour weakening and the different SST gradient methods to be weak for the marginal
subset at -6 and 12 hours compared to 0 and 6 hours. From this, I determined that TCs located
within marginal SSTs at weakening onset respond the greatest to negative ΔSST at onset and +6
hours. I did not find similar results in the conducive SST subset, suggesting that a TC can still
maintain its strength as long as it remains within conducive SSTs and other environmental
factors are supportive.
Within the marginal SST subset that had intensity thresholds ≥ 95 knots and ≥ 100 kts, I
found that ΔSST1400 explained between 24-34% of 24-hour weakening variance. However, I
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showed that the R-squared values between ΔSST1400 and ΔSST1200, ΔSST1100, and ΔSST2centered
were not largely different. I concluded that SST gradient method 1 was superior even though the
Pearson correlation mean for ΔSST2centered often overlapped with the method 1 confidence
intervals. When the TC translation speed is slow, ΔSST2centered or ΔSST36hr may show very little
or no ΔSST, even though that change may be large across a fixed distance.
Within the marginal group, I also found a statistically significant relationship between
vertical wind shear strength and 24-hour weakening magnitude throughout much of the
weakening period. These results corroborate numerous previous studies that highlight the
generally detrimental effects of shear on TC intensity (Gray 1968). Interestingly, the relationship
between vertical wind shear and TC weakening magnitude appeared weaker than the relationship
between ΔSST and TC weakening magnitude, at least within the 455 samples analyzed in this
study. However, since vertical wind shear and SST gradients could have explained some of the
same variance, using a multiple or stepwise regression in future work may better establish the
relative contribution of each of these variables.
Surprisingly, I found that TCs within the marginal SST subset, on average, moved faster
around 6 to 12 hours prior to RW. In fact, the difference in mean translation speed between the
RW and non-RW groups was statistically significant at -12 and -6 hours. I suspect that a TC’s
quicker movement into marginal SSTs begins having detrimental effects on the TC prior to the
main weakening period, allowing for a higher 24-hour weakening magnitude.
Given the results, future studies should focus on identifying when the greatest change in
TC magnitude occurred within the 24-hour periods by examining 6-hourly intensity change.
Identifying distinguishing characteristics of convective evolution between cases that weakened
primarily due to SST gradients versus those that weakened due to a combination of additional
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factors would assist in future operational efforts. I plan to evaluate infrared and microwave
satellite observations to investigate any unique characteristics about SSTs and TC structure
associated with these events.
This study was limited to TC weakening in the eastern North Pacific. Other work has
shown variability in the factors that affect rapid intensification (e.g., Kaplan et al. 2010), so it
would not be surprising to find that factors affecting rapid weakening also vary between basins.
Future work will quantify the role of SST gradients in weakening in the North Atlantic and other
tropical regions. These results could eventually aid operational efforts through the improvement
of conceptual models and statistical and dynamic models.
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